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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 
 

GAMES WORKSHOP LIMITED, )  
 )  
 Plaintiff, )  
 ) Case No. 1:10-cv-08103 
v.  )  
 )  
CHAPTERHOUSE STUDIOS LLC, )  
 ) Judge Matthew F. Kennelly 
 Defendant. )  
   
 

EXPERT REPORT OF DR. CARL JAMES GRINDLEY 
 

INTRODUCTION 

1. I, Dr. Carl James Grindley, have been engaged as an expert witness by 

Chapterhouse Studios LLC (“Chapterhouse”) to provide expert analysis and opinion regarding 

the Games Workshop Limited (“Games Workshop”) products and images identified in Games 

Workshop’s January 11, 2013 Claim Chart for Newly Accused Products (the Games Workshop 

“New Allegedly Infringed Works”), a copy of which is attached to this report as Exhibit A. 

Specifically, I have been asked to opine on whether elements of the Games Workshop New 

Allegedly Infringed Works can be found in or are derived from pre-existing works from 

historical, medieval, cinematic, or science fiction sources.  By “pre-existing,” I mean that the 

reference material was published prior to the listed creation date in Exhibit A of each New 

Allegedly Infringed Work I am examining.  In many cases, the reference materials I examined 

predated any Games Workshop product for the Warhammer 40K universe.1 

2. In researching material regarding this analysis, I have relied on three main 

sources: 1) a comprehensive review of my past research on the Middle Ages and Popular Culture 
                                                 
1 I understand, based on Games Workshop’s Complaint, that Warhammer 40K products were developed beginning 
in or about 1987.  See Dkt. No. 261 at ¶ 18; Goodwin Dep. Tr. at 80:15-24. 
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as presented and published according to my curriculum vitae and dating from the late 1990s to 

the present; 2) a review of the latest refereed scholarship on the field of the Middle Ages and 

Popular Culture; and 3) new primary source research on the transition science fiction literary and 

graphic texts from the 1950s to the present. In particular and with regard to new primary source 

research, I made a comprehensive review of over 1200 pages of material associated with the 

Traveller science fiction role-playing game, I studied over 50 years of cover illustrations from at 

least 50 different science fiction magazines, and I reviewed the book covers of science fiction 

author Robert Heinlein’s publications from the 1950s to the present across all readily available 

translations and editions. In addition, I also conducted primary research at The Metropolitan 

Museum of Art in New York City, photographing Western European Medieval Armor. I also 

consulted a variety of online sources regarding armor, and reviewed arms and armor and space 

suits in the following films: Alien, Aliens, Beowulf, Bram Stoker’s Dracula, Ghostbusters, 

Avatar, Outland, Starship Troopers, Robocop, Star Wars Episodes 1-6, 2001: A Space Odyssey, 

Moon, Prometheus, Army of Darkness, Black Knight, Ecalibur, First Knight, Monty Python and 

the Holy Grail, The Name of the Rose, The Fisher King, Ironman, Thor, The Avengers, The 

Watchmen, Timeline, LadyHawke, Joan of Arc, Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves, Lancelot du 

Lac, Perceval le Gallois, Brazil, The Last Temptation of Christ, Indiana Jones and the Last 

Crusade, A Knight’s Tale, The Road Warrior, Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure, Garden State, 

Merlin, Henry V, Conan the Barbarian, and The 13th Warrior. 

3. Based on my research, I have concluded that each of the Games Workshop New 

Allegedly Infringed Works for which Games Workshop claims copyright protection are 

derivative of pre-existing works from historical sources ranging from classical antiquity to the 

present, from science fiction literature and illustration, and from contemporary cinema.  My 
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findings are discussed below and further summarized in a chart attached as Exhibit B to this 

report. 

BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS 

4. I am a tenured associate professor of English at Eugenio María de Hostos 

Community College, and consortial professor of General Education and Communications and 

Culture at the School of Professional Studies, both of The City University of New York. I have 

worked at The City University of New York since August of 2004. Prior to that, I have held 

appointments at The University of British Columbia, Yale University and the University of 

Victoria. I hold my PhD from the University of Glasgow, the fourth oldest English-language 

speaking university. 

5. My academic training at the Masters and Doctoral levels centered on the historical 

reception of Medieval texts, and focused on the ways that non-Medieval audiences (from the 

sixteenth to the late nineteenth century) encountered and responded to fourteenth-century insular 

literary manuscripts. During my research I became increasingly interested in the contemporary 

world’s appropriation of Medieval tropes, and more specifically I began a scholarly analysis of 

responses to Medievalisms. 

6. Medievalisms have interested me since my adolescence. Starting in late 1979, I 

began playing Advanced Dungeons & Dragons, which in turn led me to encounter other role-

playing games such as the space-based game Traveller. Although I stopped playing these games 

as a teenager, their content eventually influenced my scholarly growth as I become more and 

more aware of the continuing influence that Medieval tropes had on contemporary society. As an 

undergraduate, I joined the Imaginative Fiction Society at the University of Victoria, and 
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attended the VCON science fiction conventions in Vancouver. Eventually, I concluded that such 

tropes were a fitting subject for scholarly discourse. 

7. In the late 1990s, while a Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of 

Canada postdoctoral fellow at the University of Victoria, I began to actively teach and conduct 

research on the Middle Ages and Popular Culture--at that time a virtually unknown field. In the 

summer of 2000, I developed and taught Medieval Studies 401: The Middle Ages and Popular 

Culture at the University of Victoria in British Columbia, Canada. In the spring of 2002, I taught 

a graduate class entitled Dante and Popular Culture at Yale University. 

8. Starting in 2001, I began to deliver presentations on the Middle Ages and Popular 

Culture at scholarly conferences, the most important of which were the University of Leeds 

International Medieval Conference, the International Medieval Congress at the University of 

Western Michigan, the Film/History Society’s biennial conferences and the Early Book Society’s 

biennial conferences. In total, I have delivered 19 presentations on the Middle Ages and Popular 

Culture at refereed scholarly conferences. 

9. In 2004, I co-founded the Virtual Society for the Study of Popular Culture and the 

Middle Ages with Michael Torregrossa of Rhode Island. At around this time, I began to publish 

on the topic, including a study of the symbolism of arms and armor in film, and the symbolism of 

medieval and other weapons in film. 

10. In 2010, I was asked to speak at the 85th Annual Meeting of the Medieval 

Academy of America where I presented their first paper on the Middle Ages and Popular 

Culture. This spring I will be delivering presentations at the 34th Annual Medieval and 

Renaissance Forum at Plymouth State University in New Hampshire, and at Phillips University 

in Marburg, Germany. 
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11. During my career, I have authored seven chapters in scholarly books and ten peer-

reviewed scholarly articles, as well as numerous creative writing publications in books, 

anthologies, and journals. I have served as a reviewer of ten scholarly books and given over 50 

distance lectures and other scholarly presentations. I have also written three science fiction 

novellas, "The Fear of Contagion," "Still Life," and "The Memoirs of a Supervillain," which 

were published by No Record Press in San Francisco in 2008. I have regularly taught Science 

Fiction Literature and Film since 2004 at The City University of New York. 

12. Further details regarding my qualifications, background, and experience are 

provided in my Curriculum Vitae, attached to this report as Exhibit C. 

SUBJECT MATTER OVERVIEW 

A. Science Fiction and Fantasy 

13. Science fiction and fantasy, whether the genres find expression in literature, film, 

video games, role playing games, or in some other medium, are often dependent on the distant 

past for their basic tropes, images and concepts, and have been subject to a self-reflexive, 

evolutionary process in terms of design and meaning. This pattern of influence has been noticed 

by a number of scholars, but most importantly by Umberto Eco in his book Travels in 

Hyperreality, where he noted the similarities between Star Wars and Medieval romance. 

14. Central to any understanding of how tropes evolve is the notion of a “text”. The 

term “text” in academia is used to refer to any interpretable, readable cultural product. A can of 

soda, for example, is just as “readable” as a novel in that it conveys a meaning to the observer 

through its design, color, choice of font, the constructed meaning of the words on its label and so 

on. For the purposes of discussion, when I refer to a text, I could mean a story, a book, a film, a 

video game, a role playing game, a miniature model, anything that can be experienced and then 
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examined for meaning. It is important to recognize that texts do not exist independently of one 

another: there is not one set of meanings that only apply to the written word and another only 

apply to video games. Meanings transcend textual boundaries and definitions. 

15. Major influences on science fiction and fantasy include the material cultures of 

classical antiquity, that of the Middle Ages (both Western and Eastern), and indeed that of nearly 

every conceivable moment up to and including the present. Once an influence finds its way into, 

for example, a sub-genre of science fiction, that original incarnation of the influence itself often 

becomes an influence on another text. The process continues in this manner until tropes coalesce 

into a type of conformity, as if guided by the hand of an unconscious auteur. 

16. Although it seems counter-intuitive, science fiction frequently co-opts tropes from 

cultures and sources that seem to be inappropriately non-futuristic. Space suit design finds its 

origins not only in the real pressure suits and space suits of the 1950s to the present, but the 

designs also show traces of Greek, Roman and Medieval armor. Complicating matters further is 

that invention is difficult, so visions of the future are often crafted out of a myriad of pasts. 

Consider, for example, the spacesuits in Ridley Scott’s 1979 film Alien. Although the 

environmental suits are indebted to Medieval armor--for the elaborately decorate, articulated and 

over-sized pauldrons--the suit design also points to actual pressure suits, deep sea diving suits, 

and utilizes padding from hockey and presumably cricket (baseball, cricket and football pads 

also play a role in the post-apocalyptic fashions of Road Warrior (1981)). 

17. Since successive science fiction and fantasy texts feed off one another’s 

influences—Peter Hyam’s 1981 film Outland, for example, featured spacesuits whose helmets 

were exceptionally close to those seen in Alien, and, indeed, both films used the same designer, 
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John Mollo—very few elements of design are ever entirely original. Oftentimes, a small group of 

individuals drive a process that soon expands beyond their intentions. 

18. This pattern of influence and expression should be expected in science fiction and 

fantasy texts regardless of media. 

B. Why Images Appear Similar 

19. It should not be surprising when a common visual language develops within a 

genre or across genres, and in the case of science fiction and fantasy, it should not be assumed 

that a recent visual element is in any way original. 

20. Medieval armor, for example, finds its reflection in everything from armored 

spacesuits seen in The Chronicles of Riddick (2004), to Sauron’s armor in The Lord of the Rings: 

The Fellowship of the Ring (2001), all the way to revisionist armor designs seen in imaginary 

Medieval settings, such as the opening sequences of Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1992) or to designs 

seen in films based on actual medieval texts, such as Excalibur (1981). In many ways, these suits 

of armor or armor-like suits resemble one another even though their production dates are 

separated by many years, different continents, and a myriad of designers. All of these suits seem 

superficially dissimilar, and yet share striking features. All of these suits seem mostly indebted to 

the realm of the fantastic, and yet all are quite obviously based on actual Medieval antecedents. 

21. Over time, certain designs find resonance and take on an independent symbolic 

existence. For example, consider the repeated development and appearance of over-sized 

shoulder armor. Shoulder armor was originally created to protect the shoulders. Over time, they 

increased in size to symbolize virility. In the 1980s, for example, both men’s and women’s 

business suits featured increasingly larger shoulder pads for no conceivable reason. In the films 

that I briefly cited above, shoulder armor is preposterously large and elaborate, a trope that has 
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held steady for over twenty years.  (See, e.g., Ex. B at product entries # 126, 137-141, 146-157, 

and 163). 

22. As I have noted in a variety of conference presentations and in my published work 

on armor in film, functionality is abandoned as a visual trope enters the world of the symbolic. 

This is an important point. There are but a few ways for a piece of armor to be functional, but 

many ways for it to be non-functional. That specific pieces of armor should resemble one another 

in shared non-functionality should at first be surprising, but then expected, as one recognizes that 

as piece of armor has entered the realm of the symbolic it has undergone some modification of 

its original meaning to the point where functionality becomes secondary, then tertiary, then lost. 

23. In the case of the films I cited above, massive pauldrons might be symbolic, but in 

the context of normal suits of armor they are not functional. Shoulder armor has to allow the free 

movement of the wearer’s shoulders and arms. In the Middle Ages, massive armor that protected 

the shoulders was available--grandguards--but these plates were literally fixed in place, did not 

allow the wearer any motion of the shoulder, and were intended for jousting. (See, e.g., Ex. B at 

product entry # 155, “Photographs of Medieval Armor with Shoulder Pads: Metropolitan 

Museum of Art”) 

24. Filmmakers, illustrators, designers, writers and the creators of other types of text 

use and participate in the standardization of visual imagery in order to save narrative space. For 

example, if I were to write a science fiction short story and mention that a character wore a 

powersuit, even relatively inexperienced science fiction readers would instantly understand what 

I meant because of the near ubiquity of powersuits in everything from Iron Man to Halo to 

Mobile Suit Gundam and so on. These tropes form a kind of shorthand that auteurs may use 

either consciously or unconsciously when creating seemingly new works.  
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C. The Appearance of Future Soldiers 

25. Sometimes, however, it is possible to track a trope to its earliest incarnation. 

Consider the development of the future soldier: the space marine, the mobile infantry, the space 

ranger. Seen in a dizzying number of different types of text, this character type finds its origins 

in a very specific moment in time. The basic outlines of most popular media depictions of future 

soldiers can be traced to two main sources: science fiction texts from the late 1950s and the 

illustrations that accompanied them. 

26. As far as the images are concerned, it is useful to examine illustrations published 

by science fiction magazines such as Analog. Frank Kelly Freas, Jack Gaughan, and John 

Schoenherr were responsible for hundreds of cover illustrations and their works helped to define 

the appearance of future soldiers. Most of the illustrations that are most similar to the design of 

the Games Workshop miniatures were published from the mid-to-late 1970s to the mid-to-late 

1980s.  

27. One of the types of future soldiers is the heavily armored space marine or mobile 

infantry soldier. This character can be seen in everything from anime to Megaman video games 

to Pixar’s film Toy Story and to Games Workshop’s miniatures. Even across such disparate 

texts, the appearance of a space soldier varies very little.  (See, e.g., Ex. B, product entries # 124, 

126). 

28. Although all aspects of the various Games Workshop Space Marine characters 

may be traced to either actual components of medieval armour (pauldrons, grandguards, 

spaulders, ailettes, epaulieres, and the like) or to their exaggerations, revisions and reflections in 

contemporary cinema (e.g. as seen in Excalibur (1981)), the design appears to originate in the 

melting pot of science fiction rather than purely in history or fantasy.  
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29. One science fiction novel in particular, Robert Heinlein’s 1959 novel Starship 

Troopers, appears to be extremely influential. Two concepts that have become science fiction 

commonplaces were first found in Starship Troopers: these being the idea of a) a mobile, space-

based infantry whose members routinely die during training (itself taken from various 

descriptions of ancient Sparta), and b) the idea of a 2000 pound, power suit, a sort of armored 

exoskeleton that can also function as a space suit. The suit features a variety of built-in weapons 

including a flame thrower (called in the text a “flamer”) and a number of automatic shoulder-

mounted weapons including larger cannons and rockets. Graphic interpretations of this suit have 

taken a number of different forms since the novel’s original serialization. Included in the exhibits 

attached to this report are some examples from Heinlein book covers. (See, e.g., Ex. B, product 

entries # 124, 126, 128, 155)   

ANALYSIS OF GAMES WORKSHOP ALLEGEDLY INFRINGED WORKS 

30. With an understanding of this background, I have been asked to provide expert 

analysis to determine if the product designs, imagery, and purportedly copyrightable elements in 

Games Workshop’s New Allegedly Infringed Works can be found in or are derived from pre-

existing works from historical, medieval, cinematic, or science fiction sources. As explained 

above, by “pre-existing,” I mean that the reference material was published prior to the listed 

creation date of each New Allegedly Infringed Work I am examining. In many instances, the 

cited reference material was published prior to the creation date of any Games Workshop 

Warhammer 40K product. 

31. To organize my findings, I recreated the Games Workshop January 11, 2013 

claim chart detailing each Games Workshop New Allegedly Infringed Work and the 

corresponding accused Chapterhouse product.  I then added a third column to the chart, in which 
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I included the closely similar pre-existing works I collected during my research from which the 

purportedly copyrightable elements of the Games Workshop work appear to have been derived. 

32. In addition to the specific findings on each Games Workshop New Allegedly 

Infringed Work detailed in Exhibit B, I observed a number of important patterns during my 

review of Games Workshops’ New Allegedly Infringed Works and pre-existing works from 

historical, medieval, cinematic, and science fiction sources that call for further comment here. 

A. “Heroic Scale” 

33. An important aspect to the design of miniatures in this case is the “heroic scale,” 

which is a loose term referring to the caricaturization of figures that are used primarily for 

wargaming, resulting in elements of the figure that are exaggerated or disproportional. This 

design aspect is common in wargame miniatures to benefit consumers, because when they use 

miniature figures for wargaming, they are normally several feet away from the actual figures and 

are viewing them across a relatively large area. Because of this distance and area, miniatures are 

often exaggerated in a variety of ways to make them more readily identifiable in terms of how 

they function within the context of the game. Heads and shoulders are normally enlarged in order 

to make room for painting such elements as ranks on the figures. Weapons are also generally 

exaggerated. When a wargame participant is four feet away from a 1-inch tall figure, he or she 

wants to know at a glance if a character is armed with a rifle, a pistol, or some other weapon. 

Finally, miniature figures are designed at “heroic scale” to be durable. The products are meant to 

be handled often, and thin joints and fine parts such as gun barrels and blades would quickly 

break if they were made to scale.  
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B. Space Marine Shoulder Pad Shape and Size 

34. In many ways, the general shape of the Games Workshop Space Marine shoulder 

pad (identified in the attached Exhibit A chart at product entries # 126, 137-141, 146-157, and 

163) has been around for hundreds of years. Armorers long ago identified what is roughly a 

quarter of a sphere as being one of the best ways to protect and cover the shoulders, and this 

shape can be seen in pauldrons dating back to the 15th century. More recently, those same shapes 

used by historical armorers have been utilized by science fiction designers. For instance, most 

people are familiar with the “Storm Trooper” armor from the 1980 movie Star Wars: The Empire 

Strikes Back, from which the Games Workshop shoulder pad is clearly derived: 

         
AT‐AT Driver Armor, The Empire Strikes Back (1980)      GW Shoulder Pad, Exhibit A, Product Entry #126 

35. The use of disproportionately large shoulder pads also predates both the Games 

Workshop products listed as New Allegedly Infringed Works as well as any Games Workshop 
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Space Marine product with shoulder pads. For instance, in the 1979 movie Alien, characters wore 

armored space suits with shoulder pads nearly the size of the actors’ heads in order to show some 

level of durability: 

 
Nostromo Environmental Armor, Alien (1979) 

36. The 1970s science fiction magazine Heavy Metal also predates Games 

Workshop’s Warhammer 40K and shoulder pad products and, in particular, one strip called 

Arzach frequently featured graphic elements that were incorporated into Games Workshop 

designs, including oversized shoulder pads: 

   
Arzach, Jean 'Moebius' Giraurd (1973)       The Long Tomorrow, Jean 'Moebius' Giraurd (1975) 
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37. Various comic book characters published in the 1980s, before the creation of 

Games Workshop’s New Allegedly Infringed Work shoulder pad products, were often styled 

after medieval knights with large shoulder pads. For example, the Marvel Comic book character 

Michael Devlin wore large pauldrons as part of his costume, which is very similar to the shape 

and proportions of the shoulder pad on Games Workshop’s Space Marine figures: 

   
Michael Devlin, Marvel Comics (1988)    Games Workshop Space Marine, Ex. A, Product Entry #126 

 

38. The work of Robert Heinlein also provided an abundant source of pre-existing 

references for the Games Workshop Space Marine, including with respect to large shoulder pads: 
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